The Radcliffe Observatory has been described by some as the finest eighteenth-century building in Oxford, and by Nikolaus Pevsner as architecturally the "finest observatory in Europe". However, there is so much more to the Radcliffe Observatory than the architecture, and this book uses multiple authors and a biographical approach to reveal a fascinating story.

There are three quite different occupations in the 225 years of the Observatory: firstly astronomy and meteorology, secondly medical research, and finally as the centrepiece of an Oxford college. In 1681 Christopher Wren, previously Savilian Professor of Astronomy, advised that an observatory need only be a "little house of boards 12 foot square and 7 foot high with a detachable roof". Edmund Halley built such a structure in 1705.

When Thomas Hornsby became Professor of Astronomy he petitioned the Radcliffe Trustees for money to build an observatory, requesting that there should be a single storey building aligned on an east-west axis. In addition he asked for a large room for experimental philosophy above his residence and a third storey for refractory telescopes, which general plan of the Observatory we see today. Henry Keene produced plans and the foundation stone was laid in June 1772. But, after the ground floor had been built, Keene was replaced by James Wyatt. Wyatt\'s design for the tower is magnificent. The top floor is based on the Tower of The Winds in Athens but with large windows. Beautiful sculptures of the eight winds encircle its top with Heracles and Atlas supporting a copper globe on the roof. These and the Coade stone signs of the zodiac greatly enhance the neo-classical appearance of the building. The allegorical figures are explained and beautifully illustrated before a chapter on the gardens and grounds leads naturally to a history of the Observers.

Thomas Hornsby started meteorological observations in 1774 and these are part of the longest continuous series of temperature and rainfall records from any one site in the British Isles. As a result, the chapter on meteorological observations makes interesting reading in view of recent controversy about climate change.

By 1928, light and atmospheric pollution was so bad that the Observatory moved to South Africa using funds from the sale of the building to Lord Nuffield, who then donated it to the hospital authorities.

There had been a little teaching of clinical medicine in Oxford before the 1930s but the school included the Nuffield Institute of Medical Research housed in the Observatory. Initially the research was in x-ray cinematography and experimental therapeutics. There followed research into neonatal physiology but the inconvenience of a building with no lifts can be gauged by sheep having to be carried up the elliptical staircase. The Nuffield Institute moved to Headington in 1970 and various departments used the building until 1979 when Green College was founded.

The Regius Professor of Medicine, Sir Richard Doll conceived the idea of a postgraduate college mainly for medical tutors, scientists and students. Dr and Mrs Cecil Green endowed the college, which opened in 1979 with Sir Richard Doll as the first warden. The college expanded to include a wide range of disciplines in pure and applied subjects related to human health and welfare with the Observatory as its focal point.

The last chapter is a fascinating exposition of the range and the techniques used in the first part of the (expensive) conservation of the exterior of the Observatory. The book has numerous illustrations and references and is well worth reading as a series of interconnected short stories.
